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Abstract. We describe the state of the art in the application to bio-
logical processes of means originally developed by computer scientists
to model systems of interacting components. We discuss how to cor-
rectly represent the quantitative aspects of biological systems and we
propose to extend with probabilities a formalism based on multiset
rewriting rules. As an example, we show the application of our model
to molecular biology, and we report some results of simulation of real
enzimatic activity. For the future we expect to increase the expres-
siveness of our formalism and to develop verication techniques for
biological systems.
January 26, 2005Preface This proposal is developed as a thesis in progress. Sections are struc-
tured as, at the moment, I expect they will be in the nal version: some of them
contain results obtained in the rst year of my Ph.D. studies, and others contain
some ideas on further developments and on results I hope to obtain in the future.
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11 Introduction
Biology is \the science that studies living organisms". Among the many elds of
biology there are, for instance, the analysis of the interactions between molecules
inside cells, the investiagation of peculiarities of some particular living organisms
and the analysis of the social evolution of populations of living organisms.
A common characteristics of almost all the elds of biology is that they
consider systems composed by a huge number of simple interactive elements
which exhibit very complex overall behaviors that are often dicult to justify.
For example, in molecular biology interacting elements are molecules, proteins,
enzymes, etc.; in the analysis of some more complex organisms they are cells,
tissues,etc.; and in the analysis of social evolutions of populations they are living
organisms. These examples allow us to give an alternative denition of biology
as \the science that studies complex interactive systems related to living organ-
isms". This new denition suggests a similarity between biology and computer
science, because a eld of the latter is the modelling of concurrent interactive
systems (usually made of software components).
Now, the idea is to apply to biological systems the means originally developed
by computer scientists to model systems of interactive components. These means
can be applied to biological phenomena at all levels of detail (from molecules
to whole living things), but in the last few year they have been applied in par-
ticular to systems of molecular biology. The reason why molecular biology has
become the main application eld is that a huge number of proteins, enzymes
and molecules have already been well characterized, but there are still signi-
cant diculties in understanding how they interact as a system to produce the
observed behavior.
The modelling of biological systems with formalisms for concurrent interac-
tive systems has the following advantages:
{ systems can be described precisely: given an initial state, it is possible to
compute all the possible states that can be reached by a system;
{ systems can be described compositionally: once the invidual behavior of some
subsystems has been understood, it is possible to predict the behavior of the
whole system by putting them together;
{ simulators can be developed;
{ automatic analysis techniques for systems of software components can be
applied or adapted to verify properties of biological systems.
Both the qualitative and the quantitative aspects of biological systems are in-
tresting: the former are related to state dependent properties, such as reachability
of states or existance of equilibria and stable states; the latter are related to time
and space dependent properties, like the probability of reaching a certain state
in a given time or the probability that something happens in a given time and
a given space.
The aim of this thesis is to develop formal models and verication techniques
for biological systems. In order to consider both qualitative and quantitative as-
pects of these systems we consider multiset rewriting and introduce some exten-
2sions of the model that use probabilites. To verify properties of systems described
we apply model checking techniques.
In Section 1.1 we show some examples of formal models applied to biological
phenomena. In Section 1.2 we describe in more details the models that consider
not only qualitative, but also quantitative aspects of systems. In Section 2 we
propose three variants of a model based on multiset rewriting which use prob-
abilities to allow quantitative modelling. We show in Section 3 how one of the
proposed models can be applied in particular to molecular biology. In Section
4 we discuss some aspects of verication of properties with particular reference
to model checking techniques. We show some applications and case studies in
Section 5, and nally, in Section 6 we give some conclusions.
1.1 A brief survey on formal models for biology
In this section we briey describe some notable examples of formalisms that
have been used in the last few years for modelling biological systems. Most of
them have been dened with the specic purpose of describing biochemical net-
works and activity of membranes inside cells. Moreover, most of them have been
inspired by the {calculus process algebra of Milner [33], which is a standard
foundational language for concurrency theory.
One of the oldest formalisms for molecular interactions is the bio{calculus of
Nagasaki, Miyano, Onami and Kitano [34], which is a sort of meta{notation with
a syntax similar to a process algebra for which several semantics can be dened.
Quoting the authors, the aim of this formalism is to \make a bridge between
biology and computer science", because \there is a big gap between them when
they communicate to investigate biological phenomena".
A more notable example is the {calculus of Danos and Laneve [17]. It is a
formal language for protein interactions, it is enriched with a very intuitive visual
notation and it has been encoded into the {calculus. The {calculus idealizes
protein-protein interactions, essentially as a particular restricted kind of graph{
rewriting operating on graphs with sites. A formal protein is a node with a xed
number of sites, and a complex (i.e. a bundle of proteins connected togheter
by low energy bounds) is a connected graph built over such nodes, in which
connections are established between sites. Examples of proteins and complexes
are shown in Figure 1. Collections of proteins and complexes are called solutions,
and solutions evolve by means of reactions. Some examples of reactions in the
{calculus are shown in Figure 2.
An example of direct application of a model for concurrency to biochemical
systems has been introduced by Regev and Shapiro in [41] and [43] : their idea is
to describe metabolic pathways as {calculus processes and in [39] they showed
how the stochastic variant of the model, dened by Priami in [38], can be used
to represents both qualitative and quantitative aspects of the systems described.
Moreover, Regev, Panina, Silverman, Cardelli and Shapiro in [42] dened the
BioAmbients calculus, a model inspired by both the {calculus and the Mobile
Ambients calculus [11], which can be used to describe biochemical systems with
a notion of compartments (as, for instance, membranes). We show an example of
3Fig.1. A protein (a) and a complex (b) in the visual notation of the {caluclus.
Fig.2. Examples of reaction in the {calculus.
BioAmbients system in which a cell containing a Golgi apparatus with a protein
inside interacts with a vescicle containing a molecule:
cell[accept v | golgi[merge+g.PROTEIN]] | vesc[enter v.merge-g.MOLECULE]
Following the semantics of the formalism, we have that the described cell-vescicle
system evolves as follows: the vescicle enters the cell, then it merges with the
Golgi, and nally a state is reached in which the protein and the molecule can
interact inside the Golgi.
cell[accept v | golgi[merge+g.PROTEIN]] | vesc[enter v.merge-g.MOLECULE]
#
cell[vesc[merge-g.MOLECULE] | golgi[merge+g.PROTEIN]]
#
cell[golgi[MOLECULE | PROTEIN]]]
The idea of membrane computing was introduced in the subject of natural com-
puting by P aun [37], in the tradition of automata and formal language theory.
More details of membrane interactions have been considered by Cardelli in the
denition of the Brane calculus [10], which is an elegant formalism for describ-
ing intricate biological processes involving membranes. Moreover, a renement
of the Brane calculus has been introduced by Danos and Pradalier in [16].
4We conclude by mentioning some works of Harel [23][28], in which the chal-
lenging idea is introduced of modelling a full multi{cellular animal as a reactive
system. The multi{cellular animal should be, specically, the C. elegans nema-
tode worm [20], which is complex, but well dened in terms of anatomy and
genetics. Moreover, Harel proposes to use the languages of Statecharts [24] and
Live Sequence Charts (LSC) [46], which are visual notations with a formal se-
mantics commonly adopted in the specication of software projects. Harel applies
the same formalisms also to cellular and multi{cellular systems related to the
immune systems of living organisms in [27] and [19].
1.2 Quantitative models
Quantitative aspects of biological systems are in general related to the number of
elements in the system, to the time spent by events and to the speeds of actions.
In the particular case of biochemical systems, quantitative aspects are related
to the concentrations of molecules, proteins and enzymes in a solution, and to
the kinetics of reactions (that is the description, usually by means of dierential
equations, of the speeds and the times spent by chemical reactions).
Chemical reactions can be simulated, by taking into account their kinetics,
with the stochastic algorithm given by Gillespie in [21]. In [6] we proposed an
alternative to Gillespie's method in which the average speeds of reactions in a
small time interval dt are used as probabilities of the simulation algorithm. Both
Gillespie's algorithm and ours can be used to deal with the kinetics aspects of
biochemical systems in the denition of a formal model as shown in [39][7][6].
Concentrations of molecules and kinetics of reactions have been described also
by means of hybrid models such as Hybrid Petri Nets [31] and Hybrid Automata
[1]. These formalisms permit the use of both continuous and discrete variables
which vary over time in accordance with the kinetic parameters of the described
reactions. The advantage of having both continuous and descrete means is that
they allow the description of systems at dierent levels of abstraction. In fact,
at the lowest level, the evolution of entities such as proteins can be described
by dierential equations. Discreteness, instead, arises at higher levels in two
ways: rst, a certain activity may be triggered only when the concentration of
enabling quantities is above the desired threshold; second, dierent models may
be appropriate at dierent levels of concentration.
2 Quantitative modelling with Multiset Rewriting
The language of Multiset Rewriting (MSR) has been introduced in [13] as a
formalism based on linear logic for unambiguously representing authentication
protocols, with the aim of studying security properties. The idea of MSR is to
adopt multisets as states of a computation, and transitions between states are
performed by applying rewriting rules. A similar idea was used before in [4] for
developing the programming language GAMMA.
5In [12] new logical foundations are given to MSR, and two dierent forms
of the language are dened: the propositional MSR, which can be seen as a
notational variant of Place/Transition Petri Nets [44], and the First{Order MSR,
where variables with universal and existential quantications can be used in
rewriting rules.
In this thesis proposal we consider only the propositional variant of MSR,
and in Sections 2.2,2.3 and 2.4 we will show how it can be extended in three
dierent ways in order to describe both qualitative and quantitative aspects
of simple biological systems. As we shall see in Section 3.3, for the future we
expect to study more expressive extensions of the formalism that can be used to
describe more complex systems, and in doing that we will possibly consider the
First{Order variant of MSR.
2.1 Multiset Rewriting (MSR)
We dene the language of Multiset Rewriting (intended to be the proposi-
tional variant) that we will extend with probabilities in the following sections.
We assume a (possibly) innite set of multiset elements  ranged over by
A;B;C;D;:::. The denition we give here introduces a notion of system that
evolves by means of rule applications.
Denition 1 (MSR System). A MSR system is a pair (M;R) where M is a
multiset of elements in  and R = fM1!M0
1;:::;Mn!M0
ng is a nite set of
rewriting rules.
In a system (M;R), a rule Mi!M0
i 2 R can be applied to M only if Mi is a
sub{multiset of M (in this case we say that the rule is enabled). The rule that has
to be applied in the system (M;R) is non{deterministically chosen among the
enabled ones, and the application of the chosen rule Mi ! M0
i is performed by
replacing Mi with M0
i in M. As an example, if the chosen rule is fA;Ag!fBg
and M is fA;A;A;Bg, then the result of the application is M0 = fA;B;Bg.
The way in which rules are applied gives the semantics of the model: we
dene it formally as a transition system.
Denition 2 (Semantics). The semantics of MSR is a transition system in
which states are MSR systems and transitions are described by the following
inference rule:
Mi!M0
i 2 R Mi  M
(M;R)   ! ((M n Mi) [ M0
i;R)
We remark that an MSR System (M;R) is an inherently concurrent entity
because more than one rules in R could be enabled at the same time and one
ore more rules could be applied to a number of pairwise non{intersecting sub{
multisets of M. The non{deterministic choice of the next rule to be applied
makes this formalism similar to models for concurrency like Petri Nets [44] and
the CCS process calculus [32]. In particular, MSR is similar to Petri Nets because
it explicitly distinguishes between states of the system and transitions. Moreover,
6MSR is also similar to CCS because a MSR System, as a CCS process, represents
both the executed entity and the state (or conguration) of the execution. These
similarities allow the easy translation of MRS Systems into Petri Nets and CCS
processes and vice{versa.
We now conclude the description of the MSR language with a simple bio-
chemical example. Let R = ffS;Eg!fSEg;fSEg!fP;Egg, that is a set of
rules representing an irreversible single substrate reaction catalyzed by enzyme
E. What happens is that the substrate S bounds the enzyme forming the com-
plex ES. In this intermediate phase the enzyme transforms the substrate into
the product P and release it. Now, let (fE;E;S;Sg;R) be the initial system, by
the semantics of MSR we obtain the following transition system.
({ES,E,S},R)
({P,E,E,S},R)
({E,E,S,S},R)
({ES,ES},R)
({P,ES,E},R) ({P,P,E,E},R)
2.2 Stochastic Multiset Rewriting (SMSR)
The Stochastic Multiset Rewriting (SMSR) is and extension of MSR aimed at
studying systems in which the duration of each action is exponentially dis-
tributed. The SMSR model has been introduced in [7] for describing metabolic
pathways by adopting the stochastic formulation of kinetics of chemical reac-
tions given by D.T. Gillespie in [21]. Here, we give a more general denition of
the model that allows us to apply it to any kind of systems in which duration of
actions is exponentially distributed.
The idea of our formulation of SMSR is that the application of a rule con-
sumes some time, and time is exponentially distributed with a rate that is a
function of both the current state and some parameters of the applied rule. In
order to develop this idea, we enrich the denition of MSR rules with a function
from the universe of multisets, denoted with U, into rates of an exponential dis-
tribution. As in MSR, we assume a (possibly) ininite set of multiset elements
 ranged over by A;B;C;D;:::.
Denition 3 (SMSR Rule). A Stochastic Multiset Rewriting rule is a triple
(M;f;M0) where:
{ M and M0 are multisets of elements in 
{ f : U 7! IR
+ is a stochastic rate function: given a multiset, it returns the
rate of application of the rule to that multiset.
A SMSR Rule can be denote also as M !S
f M0. We require that, given a multiset
M00, if M * M00 then f(M00) = 0.
Now, a SMSR System corresponds to a MSR System in which SMSR rules
are used instead of standard rewriting rules.
7Denition 4 (SMSR System). A Stochastic Multiset Rewriting System is a
pair (M;R) where M is a multiset and R is a nite set of SMSR rules.
The most natural way of describing the time evolution of a SMSR System is
by means of a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC). For reasons of space
we prefer to avoid the description of CTMCs in this thesis proposal, therefore
we give the semantics of SMSR as a probabilistic transition system. More details
on CTMCs, instead, can be found, for instance, in [45].
A state of the probabilistic transition system is a SMSR System enriched
with a clock, and a transition corresponds to the application of a rule after a
certain amount of time . Therefore, the probability of a transition from a state
in which the clock is set to t to a state in which the clock is t+ corresponds to
the probability of applying no rules in the time interval (t;t + ) multiplied by
the probability of applying a certain rule at time t + . Since durations of rule
applications are exponentially distributed, and for exponential distributions it
holds the memoryless property, we have the following probability for a transition
in which rule Mi!S
fi M0
i 2 R is applied after time  to a multiset M:
P(M;;i) = exp
0
@ 
n X
j=1
fj(M)
1
A 
fi(M)
Pn
j=1 fj(M)
Now we can dene the semantics of SMSR systems.
Denition 5 (Semantics). The semantics of SMSR is a probabilistic tran-
sition system in which states are pairs h(M;R);ti, where (M;R) is a SMSR
Systems and t 2 IR is a clock, and transitions are described by the following
inference rule:
Mi!S
fi M0
i 2 R Mi  M
h(M;R);ti
P(M;;i)
            ! h((M n Mi) [ M0
i;R);t + i
Obviously, the set of all the possible pairs h(M;R);ti (the states of the tran-
sition system) is uncountable. A more elegant semantics can be given in terms
of CTMCs.
2.3 Probabilistic Multiset Rewriting (PMSR)
The Probabilistic Multiset Rewriting (PMSR) is an extension of MSR aimed
at studying the time evolution of systems in which actions are performed with
some speed. We introduced PMSR in [6] for the particular purpose of describing
chemical reactions, but here we give a more general denition of the model.
The idea is that each rule has a speed, and a time interval T has to be
choosen such that each speed multiplied by T gives as a result a value smaller
than one. This value is then considered as the probability of the rule to be
applied. Moreover, if the there are n rules, then in the time interval t = T
n
at most one of them can be applied in accordance with the following algorithm:
81. a rule is randomly chosen (all the rules are equiprobable);
2. the chosen rule is applied with its probability.
As in SMSR, we enrich rewriting rules with functions, but in this case a
function computes the probability of the rule (that is a value in [0;1]) instead
of its rate (that is a non{negative real value). The function takes into account
the speed, the values of T and t, and the current state. We now dene PMSR
Rules, and as in SMSR, we assume a (possibly) innite set of multiset elements
 ranged over by A;B;C;D;::: and a universe of multisets U.
Denition 6 (PMSR Rule). A Probabilistic MultiSet Rewriting rule is a
triple (M;f;M0) where:
{ M and M0 are two dierent multisets with elements in ;
{ f : U 7! [0;1] is a probability function: given a multiset, it returns the
probability of application of the rule to that multiset.
A PMSR rule can be denoted also as M !f M. We require that, given a multiset
M00, if M 6 M00 then f(M00) = 0.
Now, a PMSR System corresponds to a MSR System in which PMSR Rules
are used instead of standard rewriting rules.
Denition 7 (PMSR System). A Probabilistic MultiSet Rewriting System
is a pair (M;R), where M is a multiset of elements in  and R is a nite set
of PMSR rules.
We give the semantics of PMSR Systems as a probabilistic transition system.
Each transition corresponds to either the application of a rule or the application
of no rules, in the time interval t. Probabilities of transitions are derived by
the algorithm given above. The probability of a transition in which the rule
Mi!fi M0
i is applied to the multiset M is
P(M;i) =
1
n
 fi(M)
and the probability of a transition in which no rules are applied is
P0(M) = 1  
n X
i=1
P(M;i)
where n is the number of rules. Now, the semantics of PMSR can be dened as
follows.
Denition 8 (Semantics). The semantics of PMSR Systems is the probabilis-
tic transition system in which states are PMSR Systems and transitions are
described by the following inference rules:
Mi!fi M0
i 2 R Mi  M
(M;R)
P(M;i)
        ! ((M n Mi) [ M0
i;R) (M;R)
P0(M)
        ! (M;R)
It is intended that all the transitions consume a xed amount of time t,
and therefore one might count the time taken for performing a sequence of
transitions.
92.4 Parallel Probabilistic Multiset Rewriting (PPMSR)
The third variant of MSR we present here is the Parallel Probabilistic Multiset
Rewriting (PPMSR), that is based on the same idea of PMSR. As in PMSR,
in this model each rule has a speed that is translated into a probability for a
small time interval T. The dierence between PMSR and PPMSR is that in
the latter we do not divide T by the number of rules for obtaining an interval
t in which at most one rule can be applied, but in T we use probabilities
for choosing a subset of the rules, and we apply all them simultaneously. This
simultaneous application motivates the word \Parallel"in the name of the model,
and it introduces some diculties in the denition of the semantics. We will see
in Section 2.5 that using the same time interval T and the same initial multiset
for both PMSR and PPMSR, the states of the transition system obtained from
the latter are in general less that the states of the former. Moreover, PPMSR
allows us to specify some special kinds of rules.
Now we introduce probabilistic rewrite rules for multisets. As in the previ-
ous sections, we assume a (possibly) innite set  of elements ranged over by
A;B;C;D;::: and a universe of multisets U.
Denition 9 (PPMSR Rule). A Parallel Probabilistic Multiset Rewrite Rule
is a triple (M;f;M0) where:
{ M and M0 are multisets of elements in 
{ f : U 7! [0;1] is a probability function: given a multiset, it returns the
probability of application of the rule to that multiset.
A PPMSR Rule can be denoted also as M !P
f M. We require that, given a
multiset M00, if M * M00 then f(M00) = 0.
Now, a PPMSR System corresponds to a MSR System in which PPMSR
Rules are used instead of standard rewrinting rules.
Denition 10 (PPMSR System). A Parallel Probabilistic Multiset Rewrit-
ing System is a pair (M;R) where M is a multiset and R is a nite set of
PPMSR rules.
The idea is that a subset of the rules is chosen by using their probabilities
and all the ones that have been chosen are used (exactly once) to rewrite M.
For instance, if we have the following rules1:
R = fR1 : (fAg;
1
2
;fCg);R2 : (fBg;
1
3
;fDg)g
we have that R1 has probability 1
2 of being chosen, while R2 has probability 1
3.
This implies that the subset fR1;R2g will be applied with probability 1
2  1
3 = 1
6,
1 With
1
2 and
1
3 as probability functions we mean that probabilities are those constants
if the rule can be applied and they are 0 otherwise. This satises the requirement
given in Def. 9.
10the subset fR1g with probability 1
2(1 1
3) = 2
6, the subset fR2g with probability
(1   1
2)  1
3 = 1
6, and the subset ? with probability (1   1
2)  (1   1
3) = 2
6.
If the multiset to be rewritten is fA;A;B;Bg, we obtain fA;B;C;Dg with
probability 1
6, fA;B;B;Cg with probability 2
6, fA;A;B;Dg with probability 1
6,
and fA;A;B;Bg with probability 2
6.
We will see that, in general, in order to compute the probability of a multiset
M to be rewritten into another given one M0 we will have to face two problems.
The rst problem is that more than one subsets of R may transform M into M0,
hence we will have to sum up their probabilities. For instance, if we have:
R = fR1 : (fA;Bg;f1;fCg);R2 : (fA;Bg;f2;fBg); (ex1)
R3 : (fBg;f3;fCg;R4 : (fBg;f4;fBg)g
then the multiset M = fA;B;Bg can be rewritten into M0 = fB;Cg either
by applying R1 and R3 or by applying R2 and R4. Moreover, we have that the
same multiset M can be rewritten into itself either by applying only R4 or by
applying none of the rules.
The second problem we have to face is that some rules of a set R may not
be applied together to a multiset M. For instance, if we have:
R = fR1 : (fA;Bg;f1;fCg);R2 : (fAg;f2;fDg)g (ex2)
and if the multiset to rewrite is M = fA;Bg, we have that R1 and R2 cannot
be applied at the same time because there are not enough A elements in M.
The semantics we are going to give takes care of these two problematic situa-
tions, and it also guarantees that in the good cases (when the two problems don't
arise) the probability of a subset of rules to be applied is simply the product of
the probabilities of the rules multiplied by the product of the opposites of the
probabilities of the other rules.
Now, at each step every rule Ri = (Mi;fi;M0
i) in R can be applied to the
multiset M with probability fi(M) and, obviously, the probability of each rule
Ri to be not applied is 1   fi(M). This fact allows us to dene a set of special
rules, called corules, that will be very useful in order to compute the overall
probability of the multiset M to be rewritten into a particular multiset M0 by
the application of the rules in R: a corule represents the non-application of a
rule.
Denition 11 (Corule). Given a rule Ri = (Mi;fi;M0
i), the corule Ri is the
following probabilistic rewriting rule:
Ri = (?;fi;?)
where fi(M) = 1   fi(M) for all M in U. We denote with f Ri a rule that could
be either Ri or Ri and we denote with e fi the probability function of f Ri, that is
e fi = fi if f Ri = Ri and e fi = fi if f Ri = Ri.
Moreover, we introduce another technical notation that we will use in the
denition of the semantics. Let R0 = fRj1;:::;Rjkg be a subset of R, we dene
11the extension of R0 the set ff R1;:::; f Rng where f Ri = Ri if i 2 j1;:::;jk, and
f Ri = Ri otherwise.
Now, let P(R) be the powerset of R, and let PM!M0(R) be the subset of
P(R) containing all and only the sets of rules that rewrite M into M0. We denote
with EPM!M0(R) the set of all the extensions of the elements in PM!M0(R),
that is the set of all possible applications and non-applications of rules in R
transforming M into M0. For instance, if R is as in (ex1), M = fA;B;Bg and
M0 = fB;Cg, we obtain:
PM!M0(R) =

fR1;R3g;fR2;R4g
	
and
EPM!M0(R) =

fR1;R2;R3;R4g;fR1;R2;R3;R4g
	
By now, we have given some denitions that will help us in solving the rst
of the two problems introduced above (example (ex1)): the fact that more than
one subsets of R may rewrite M into M0. Now, in order to solve the second
problem (example (ex2)), we have to introduce a sort of conditional probability
that gives the probability of a rule to be applied if it is known that some other
rules have to be applied at the same time.
Denition 12 (Conditional probability of application). Given a set of
rules R = fR1;:::;Rng and k pairwise distinct indexes j1;:::;jk chosen in
1;:::;n, the conditional probability of application of rule Ri and of the corre-
sponding corule Ri to the multiset M when g Rj1;:::; g Rjk are known to be applied
are:
PM(Rijg Rj1;:::; g Rjk) =
(
fi(M) if Mi  M n (Mj1 [ ::: [ Mjk)
0 otherwise
and
PM(Rijg Rj1;:::; g Rjk) =
(
fi(M) if Mi  M n (Mj1 [ ::: [ Mjk)
1 otherwise
We denote with PM(f Ri) the conditional probability PM(f Rij?) and it holds that
PM(f Ri) = e fi(M).
The conditional probability of application allows us to associate probability
zero to the set of rules that cannot be applied together. For instance, if we
take R as in (ex2) with M = fA;Bg, we obtain PM(R2jR1) = 0, because
fAg 62 fA;BgnfA;Bg and, similarly, PM(R2jR1) = 0. We will use these results
in order to say that R1 and R2 cannot be applied together.
Now we are ready to dene the probability of a multiset M to be rewritten
into a particular multiset M0 by applying some rules from a set R. In this deni-
tion, for each element in EPM!M0(R) we consider all the possible permutations
of its n rules. Then, for each permutation, we multiply the conditional probabil-
ity of each rule and we divide the result by the number of possible permutations
12in order to obtain the average of all of them. The nal result is the sum of all
the average probabilities of the elements in EPM!M0(R).
Denition 13 (Probability of a transition). Given a system (M;R), the
probability of M to be rewritten into a given multiset M0 by the rules in R is the
following:
p(M;M
0;R) =
X
fg R1;:::;g Rng2
PM!M0(R)
1
n!
X
(j1;:::;jn)
perm. of (1;:::;n)
PM(g Rj1)    PM(g Rjnjg Rj1;:::; ^ Rjn 1)
If the system is in a state in which the problems shown by (ex1) and (ex2) do
not occur, then we have that the probability of applying a particular combination
of rules and corules is simply the product of their probabilistic functions. In
particular, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 1. Given a PPMSR System (M;R), let Rj1;:::;Rjk where Rji =
(Mji;fji;M0
ji) be the only rules in R such that fji(M) > 0. If Mj1[:::[Mjk  M
then
P(M;M
0;R) =
X
EPM!M0(R)
e f1(M)  :::  f fn(M)
Now we give the semantics of PPMSR as a probabilistic transition system.
Denition 14 (Semantics). The semantics of PPMSR is a probablistic tran-
sition system in which states are PPMSR Systems and transitions are described
by the following inference rule:
(M;R)
P(M;M0;R)
                ! (M0;R)
Obviously, the number of states in the semantics of PPMSR is innite, but
most of them are reachable with probability zero. The number of reachable states
depends on the format of the rewriting rules: in many practical cases it is nite.
2.5 Comparing SMSR, PMSR and PPMSR
In [6] we proposed a probabilistic algorithm for simulating chemical reactions,
and we compared it with a well{known algorithm given by D.T. Gillespie in
[21]. Gillespie's algorithm can be seen as an example of application of SMSR
because it considers durations of chemical reactions as exponentially distributed
variables. Our probabilistic simulation algorithm, instead, can be easily described
with PMSR. In [6] we compared the probabilities of the two algorithms and we
obtained that, under suitable approximations, they are equivalent.
Moreover, we believe that given a PMSR System (M;R) and a PPMSR
System (M;R) such that M is the same as M0 and R is the same as R0, the
average number of applications of a certain rule in (M;R) in the time interval
T is equal to the average numer of applications of the same rule in (M0;R0)
in the same time interval.
We shall investigate similarities and dierencies of the three variants of MSR
we have introduced above.
132.6 Some theoretical results
This section has to be developed. We would like to study more expressive variants
of MSR and to dene some kind of behavioral equivalence relation.
3 Example: modelling molecular biology
The aim of this section is to show the application of PMSR to molecular biol-
ogy. For the future, we expect to dene a calculus for molecular biology with
a semantics similar to the one of PMSR and which will permit us to study
compositionality of biochemical systems.
3.1 Background
The fundamental empirical law governing reaction rates in biochemistry is the
law of mass action. This states that for a reaction in a homogeneous medium,
the reaction rate will be proportional to the concentrations of the individual
reactants involved. A chemical reaction is usually represented by the following
notation:
`1S1 + `2S2
k


k 1
`3S3 + `4S4
where S1;:::;S4 are molecules, `1;:::;`4 are their stoichiometric coecients,
and k;k 1 are the kinetic constants. We denote with L the sum of the stoichio-
metric coecients, that is the total number of reactant molecules. The use of
the symbol 
 denotes that the reaction is reversible (i.e. it can occur in both
directions). Irreversible reactions are denoted by the single arrow !.
For example, given the simple reaction
2A
k


k 1
B
the rate of the production of molecule B for the law of mass action is:
dB+
dt
= k[A]
2
and the rate of destruction of B is:
dB 
dt
= k 1[B]
where [A];[B] are the concentrations (i.e. moles over volume unit) of the respec-
tive molecules. In general, the rate of a reaction is:
k[S1]`1 [S]`
where S1;:::;S are all the distinct molecular reactants of the reaction.
The rate of a reaction is usually expressed in moles  s 1 (it is a speed),
therefore the measure unit of the kinetic constant is moles (L 1)  s 1.
143.2 Molecular biology as Multiset Rewriting
In [6] we showed that PMSR can easily be used for describing chemical sys-
tems. In particular, chemical solutions and reactions can be seen as multisets
of molecules and rewriting rules, respectively. Moreover, it is possible to repre-
sent speeds of reactions as probabilities of rules in order to describe quantitative
aspects of molecular systems.
The idea of translating speeds into probabilities is that a time interval T
has to be choosen such that the rate of each reaction in the system multiplied
by T becomes less than 1, that is
0 < k[S1]
`1 [S]
`  1:
Now, each reaction has to be represented by a rewriting rule2 in which the
probability function is
f(M) =
(
kjS1j
`1
M jSj
`
MT if the rule can be applied
0 otherwise
where j  jM is the number of instances of  in the multiset M. This way of
translating speeds into probabilities essentially corresponds to considering the
average number of occurrences of a reaction in the time interval T as the
probability of only one occurrence of that reaction in the same time interval.
We implemented a simulator based on PMSR in which probabilities are de-
rived from speeds of reactions as described above. We applied our simulator to
Lotka and Brussellator reactions simulated also by Gillespie in [21]. Lotka and
Brussellator reactions are the following:
Lotka Y1
k1 ! 2Y1 Y1 + Y2
k2 ! 2Y2 Y2
k3 ! Z
where k1 = 10, k2 = 0:01 and k3 = 10;
Brussellator X
k1 ! X + Y1 Y1
k2 ! Y2 2Y1 + Y2
k3 ! 3Y1 Y1
k4 ! Z
where k1 = 5000, k2 = 50, k3 = 0:000025 and k4 = 5. As in [21], the initial
solution for the Lotka simulation is given by Y1 = Y2 = 1000, while for the
Brussellator simulation we have an initial solution with X = 1, Y1 = 1000 and
Y2 = 2000. For the Lotka simulation we used T = 4  10 4, while for the
Brussellator simulation we set T = 2  10 6. Note that our results, shown
in Figure 3, are practically the same obtained by Gillespie with his stochastic
algorithm.
In Section 5.1 we will show the application of our simulator to a real case of
enzymatic activity and we will compare the obtained results with the results of
real experiments.
2 reversible reactions are mapped into two distinct rules, one for each direction.
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Fig.3. Simulation results obtained with the Lotka reactions (on the top) and with the
Brussellator reactions (on the bottom).
3.3 A probabilistic calculus for molecular biology
This section has to be developed. We would like to dene here a calculus with
a semantics similar to the one of PMSR and with operators which will allow us
to study compositionality of biochemical systems.
4 Verication of properties
In [9] Cardelli gives a short but illustrative survey of validation techniques ap-
plied to biological systems. Apart from simulation, that is a very common tech-
nique tha produces a single high{likelihood trace of the system, he discuss the
following methodologies:
16Static Analisys. Static analisys techniques can be applied to biological sys-
tems [35]. Examples are control{ow analysis and mobility analysis [36][8],
causality analysis [15] and abstract interpretation [22].
Model checking. Consists in a model description language for building mod-
els, a query language for asking questions (tipically temporal logic) and an
ecient state exploration engine. Examples of applications of model checking
techniques to biological systems are [5][14], in which qualitative properties
of systems are veried, and [3], in which quantitative questions related to
concentrations of reactants in a solution can be asked.
Formal Reasoning. Is the most powerful and hardest technique to use. Typical
activities in this area are checking behavioral equivalence between dierent
systems, or between dierent abstraction levels of the same system, including
now biological systems [2].
Several techniques outlined above are unique to computer science and prac-
tically unknown in elds like biology. In what follows we will concentrate on
model checking applied to systems described with one of the variants of MSR we
introduced in Section 2 and to the calculus for biochemical systems we dened
in 3.3.
4.1 Introduction to model checking probabilistic systems
This section has to be developed. A very good information source is [45].
4.2 Model checking biological systems
This section has to be developed. We would like to work at a temporal logic for
biological systems which can deal also with their quantitative aspects.
4.3 Model checking tools
This section has to be developed. The idea is to show how to use existing model
checking tools like PRISM [40] for verifying properties described with the logic
of the previous subsection. Moreover, we may discuss the implementation of new
model checking tools specically developed for biological systems.
4.4 More reasoning techniques
This section has to be developed. We would like to study more reasoning tech-
niques that can be used togheter with model checking to obtain more rened
results. For instance, we believe that bayesian networks [26] and constraint solv-
ing [18] may allow us to infer or predict unknown speeds of biological phenomena
and may be used in addition to model checking to answer more kinds of ques-
tions.
175 Applications
5.1 Case study: the sorbitol dehydrogenase
We consider some reactions in the calf eye: here the enzyme Sorbitol Dehydroge-
nase (SDH) catalyses the reversible oxidation of Sorbitol and other polyalcohols
to the corresponding keto{sugars (the accumulation of sorbitol in the calf eye
has been proposed as the primary event in the development of sugar cataract in
the calf [30]). The reactions are shown in the following scheme:
E + NADH
k1


k2
E NADH E
k7 ! Ei
E NADH+ F
k3


k4
E NAD
+ + S E NAD
+ k5


k6
E + NAD
+
where E represents the enzyme Sorbitol Dehydrogenase, S and F represent sor-
bitol and fructose, respectively, NADH represents the nicotinamide adenine din-
ucleotide and NAD+ is the oxidised form of NADH; k1;:::;k7 are the kinetic
constants. Note that the enzyme degradation is modelled by the transformation
of E into its inactive form Ei. The kinetic constants are given in [30] (apart
from k7 that has been supplied by the authors of that paper) and they are:
k1 = 6:2  10 6, k2 = 33, k3 = 2:2  10 9, k4 = 7:9  10 9, k5 = 227,
k6 = 6:1  10 7, and k7 = 1:9  10 3.
Setting E S F NADH NAD
+ E NADH E NAD
+
A 210 0 4  10
11 1:6  10
8 0 0 0
B 430 0 4  10
11 1:6  10
8 0 0 0
Table 1. Initial solutions. All values are in pM.
In Figure 4 we show the results given by the simulation with the initial
solutions shown in Table 1, and we compare such results with the results of real
chemical experiments. For setting A we set T = 10 5, while for setting B we
used T = 2  10 5.
We studied the reactions due to Sorbitol Dehydrogenase also in [5] with a
dierent model. The results we obtained with PMSR are more satisfactory from
the quantitative point of view. As one can see in the gures, the curves obtained
by simulations practically coincide with the ones obtained by experiments. More-
over, in [5] we veried some illustrative properties of the described system by
using the PRISM model checker [40]. The same tool can be applied also to the
probabilistic transition system derived by the semantics of PMSR.
5.2 Case study: sympatric speciation
The common ancestors of today's humans and today's chimpanzees presumably
lived several million years ago. Then, due to genetic mutuations and/or changes
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Fig.4. Sorbitol dehydrogenase: concentrations of NADH with time varying. Simula-
tions (solid lines) are compared with real experiments (dashed lines). The graph on the
top corresponds to Setting A, while the graph on the bottom corresponds to Setting
B.
in the environment, the population split into the ancestors of humans and the
ancestors of chimpanzees. Such a separation of one species into two is called
\speciation". It is easily explained if the two populations live in separate envi-
ronments, like one on an island and the other on a continent, making the mating
of males from one population with females from the other population impossible.
This eect is called allopatric speciation. More dicult to explain is sympatric
speciation, where the two populations continue to live in the same environment
but nevertheless cease to mate each other.
Some computer model have recently appeared in the physics and biology
literatures for experimenting hypothesis on the reasons of sympatric speciation
[25][29]. As a future work, we would like to apply to this problem one of the
variants of MSR we introduced in Section 2.
196 Conclusions
In this Ph.D. thesis proposal we have described the state of the art in the mod-
elling of biochemical systems with formalisms origianally developed to describe
concurrent interactive systems. In this eld we have considered the issue of mod-
elling quantitative aspects of biological systems and, to this purpose, we have
proposed some probabilistic extensions of a model based on multiset rewriting.
We have shown how one of the proposed extensions can be applied in particu-
lar to phenomena related to biochemistry and we have reported some results of
simulation of real enzymatic activity that we have compared to results of real
experiments. Moreover, we have discussed the problem of verifying properties
of biological systems by using techniques very common in computer science but
practically unknown in biology as model checking, static analisys and formal
reasoning.
For the future, we expect to develop more expressive models and some ve-
rication techniques for biological systems, and to apply them to some dierent
elds of biology.
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